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A number of techniques such as information extraction, document classiﬁcation, document clustering
and information visualization have been developed to ease extraction and understanding of information
embedded within text documents. However, knowledge that is embedded in natural language texts is dif-
ﬁcult to extract using simple pattern matching techniques and most of these methods do not help users
directly understand key concepts and their semantic relationships in document corpora, which are crit-
ical for capturing their conceptual structures. The problem arises due to the fact that most of the infor-
mation is embedded within unstructured or semi-structured texts that computers can not interpret very
easily. In this paper, we have presented a novel Biomedical Knowledge Extraction and Visualization
framework, BioKEVis to identify key information components from biomedical text documents. The
information components are centered on key concepts. BioKEVis applies linguistic analysis and Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) to identify key concepts. The information component extraction principle is
based on natural language processing techniques and semantic-based analysis. The system is also inte-
grated with a biomedical named entity recognizer, ABNER, to tag genes, proteins and other entity names
in the text. We have also presented a method for collating information extracted frommultiple sources to
generate semantic network. The network provides distinct user perspectives and allows navigation over
documents with similar information components and is also used to provide a comprehensive view of the
collection. The system stores the extracted information components in a structured repository which is
integrated with a query-processing module to handle biomedical queries over text documents. We have
also proposed a document ranking mechanism to present retrieved documents in order of their relevance
to the user query.
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The number of text documents disseminating knowledge in bio-
medical ﬁeld has gone up many folds as scientiﬁc publications and
other forms of text-based data are produced at an unprecedented
rate due to growing research activities in the recent past. Most sci-
entiﬁc knowledge is registered in publications and other unstruc-
tured representations that make it difﬁcult to use and to
integrate the information with other biological data sources. Given
that almost all current biomedical knowledge is published in scien-
tiﬁc articles, researchers try to make use of this information. Con-
sequently there is an increasing demand for automatic curation
schemes to extract knowledge from scientiﬁc documents and store
them in a structured form without which the assimilation of
knowledge from this vast repository is becoming practicallyll rights reserved.
din), abulaish@ieee.org (M.impossible. Knowledge discovery could be of major help in the dis-
covery of indirect relationships, which might imply new scientiﬁc
discoveries. Such new discoveries might provide hints for experts
working on speciﬁc biological processes. While search engines pro-
vide an efﬁcient way of accessing relevant information, the sheer
volume of the information repository on the Web makes assimila-
tion of this information a potential bottleneck in the way its con-
sumption. One approach to overcome this difﬁculty could be to
use intelligent techniques to collate the information extracted
from various sources into a semantically related structure which
can aid the user for visualization of the content at multiple levels
of complexity. Such a visualizer provides a semantically integrated
view of the underlying text repository in the form of a consolidated
view of the concepts that are present in the collection, and their in-
ter-relationships as derived from the collection along with their
sources. The semantic net thus built can be presented to users at
arbitrary levels of depth as desired.
Several disciplines including information extraction, document
classiﬁcation, document clustering, and information visualization have
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tion embedded in unstructured text documents [3–7]. However,
knowledge that is embedded in natural language texts is difﬁcult
to extract using simple pattern matching. Although, techniques
such as simple pattern matching can highlight relevant text pas-
sages from large abstract collection, generating new insights to fu-
ture research is far more complex. Text mining has emerged as a
hybrid discipline on the edges of the ﬁelds of information science,
bioinformatics and computational linguistics which attempts to
ﬁnd hidden knowledge in the literature by exploring the structure
of the knowledge network created using textual information
[1,2,8].
In this paper, we have proposed the design of a novel biomed-
ical knowledge extraction and visualization framework, BioKEVis,
for conceptualization of document corpora and biomedical query
answering. Conceptualization of document corpora here means
representation and visualization of document corpora with a set
of concepts and their relationships which can provide distinct user
perspectives and allows navigation over documents with similar
information components. BioKEVis applies Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) to identify key concepts. Relationships among key
concepts are extracted using natural language processing and
semantic-based analysis. The information components are cen-
tered on key concepts and their relationships, and stored in struc-
tured form. The process of extracting relevant information
components from text documents and automatic construction of
structured knowledge bases is termed as curation which is very
effective in managing online journal collections [15]. Schutz and
Buitelaar [14] state that verbs play an important role in deﬁning
the context of concepts in a document. BioKEVis is designed to lo-
cate and characterize verbs within the vicinity of biological entities
in a text, since these can represent biological relations that can
help in establishing query context better. The verbs thus mined
from documents are subjected to feasibility analysis and then char-
acterized at concept level. We have shown that relation mining can
yield signiﬁcant information components from text whose infor-
mation content is much more than entities.
Besides mining relational verbs and associated entities, the nov-
elty of the system lies in extracting validatory entities whose pres-
ence or absence validates a particular biological interaction. For
example, in the following PubMed sentence, ‘‘regulates” is identi-
ﬁed as relational verb relating the biological entities ‘‘Rac1” and
‘‘transcription of the APP gene” while ‘‘primary hippocampal neurons”
is identiﬁed as validatory entity.
‘‘. . . Rac1 regulates transcription of the APP gene in
primary hippocampal neurons (PMID: 19267423).’’
We have also presented a scheme for semantic integration of
information extracted from text documents using semantic net.
The semantic net highlights the role of a single entity in various
contexts, which is useful both for a researcher as well as a layman.
The network provides distinct user perspectives and allows naviga-
tion over documents with similar information components and is
also used to provide a comprehensive view of the collection. It is
possible to slice and dice or aggregate to get more detailed or more
consolidated view as desired.
The system is also integrated with a biomedical named entity
recognizer, ABNER [13], to identify a subset of GENIA ontology con-
cepts (DNA, RNA, protein, cell-line, and cell type) and tag them
accordingly. This helps in answering biological queries formulated
at different levels of speciﬁcity. Given a query, BioKEVis aims at
retrieving all relevant sentences that contain a set of biological
concepts stated in a query, in the same context as speciﬁed in
the query, from the curated database. We have also proposed a
document ranking mechanism to present retrieved documents in
order of their relevance to user query. The efﬁcacy of BioKEVis
is established through experiments on GENIA corpus [28].The remaining paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
a review of related works on biomedical text mining. The architec-
tural detail of BioKEVis is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 pre-
sents the experimental detail and evaluation of various modules.
Section 5 presents a critical discussion to highlight the novelties
of the proposed system over existing ones. Finally, Section 6 con-
cludes the paper and provides direction for possible enhancements
to the proposed system.2. Related works
In this section, we present an overview of some of the recent re-
search efforts that have been directed towards the problems of bio-
logical relation extraction from text documents. A brief review of
the existing biomedical knowledge visualization and query
answering systems will be also a part of this section.2.1. Biological relation extraction
Though, named-entity recognition from biological text docu-
ments has gained reasonable success, reasoning about contents
of a text document however needs more than identiﬁcation of
the entities present in it. Context of the entities in a document
can be inferred from an analysis of the inter-entity relations pres-
ent in the document. Hence, it is important that the relationships
among the biological entities present in a text are also extracted
and interpreted correctly. Related works in biological relation
extraction can be classiﬁed into the following three categories:
Co-occurrence based approach: In this approach, relations be-
tween biological entities are inferred based on the assumption that
two entities in the same sentence or abstract are related. Negation
in the text is not taken into account. Jenssen et al. [21] collected a
set of almost 14,000 gene names from publicly available databases
and used them to search MEDLINE abstracts. Two genes were as-
sumed to be linked if they appeared in the same abstract; the rela-
tion received a higher weight if the gene pair appeared in multiple
abstracts. For the pairs with high weights, i.e. with ﬁve or more
occurrences of the pair, it was reported that 71% of the gene pairs
were indeed related. However, the primary focus of the work is to
extract related gene pairs rather than studying the nature of these
relations. In [32], an ontology-based biological information extrac-
tion and query answering (BIEQA) System is proposed which ex-
tracts biological relations from MEDLINE abstracts using NLP
techniques and co-occurrence based analysis from tagged docu-
ments. Each mined relation is associated to a fuzzy membership
value, which is proportional to its frequency of occurrence in the
corpus and is termed a fuzzy biological relation. The fuzzy biolog-
ical relations along with other relevant information components
like biological entities occurring within a relation, are stored in a
database which is integrated with a query-processing module.
The query processing module has an interface, which guides users
to formulate biological queries at different levels of speciﬁcity. The
recall values ranged from 84.68% to 86.23% and precision from
94.73% to 98.87%.
Linguistics-based approach: In this approach, usually shallow
parsing techniques are employed to locate a set of handpicked
verbs or nouns. Rules are speciﬁcally developed to extract the sur-
rounding words of these predeﬁned terms and to format them as
relations. As with the co-occurrence based approach, negation in
sentences is usually ignored. Sekimizu et al. [9] collected the most
frequently occurring verbs in a collection of abstracts and
developed partial and shallow parsing techniques to ﬁnd the verb’s
subject and object. The estimated precision of inferring relations is
about 71%. Thomas et al. [10] modiﬁed a pre-existing parser
based on cascaded ﬁnite state machines to ﬁll templates with
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associate with, bind to. They calculated recall and precision in four
different manners for three samples of abstracts. The recall values
ranged from 24% to 63% and precision from 60% to 81%. The PASTA
system is a more comprehensive system that extracts relations be-
tween proteins, species and residues [22]. Text documents are
mined to instantiate templates representing relations among these
three types of elements. This work reports precision of 82% and a
recall value of 84% for recognition and classiﬁcation of the terms,
and 68% recall and 65% precision for completion of templates.
Ono et al. [11] reports a method for extraction of protein–protein
interactions based on a combination of syntactic patterns. They em-
ploy a dictionary look-up approach to identify proteins in the doc-
ument. Sentences that contain at least two proteins are selected
and parsed with parts-of-speech matching rules. The rules are trig-
gered by a set of keywords, which are frequently used to name pro-
tein interactions (e.g., associate, bind, etc.). Rinaldi et al. [12] have
proposed an approach towards automatic extraction of a pre-de-
ﬁned set of seven relations in the domain of Molecular Biology,
based on a complete syntactic analysis of an existing corpus. They
extract relevant relations from a domain corpus based on full pars-
ing of the documents and a set of rules that map syntactic struc-
tures into the relevant relations. Friedman et al. [23] have
developed a natural-language processing system, GENIES, for the
extraction of molecular pathways from journal articles. GENIES
identiﬁes a predeﬁned set of verbs using templates for each one
of these, which are encoded as a set of rules. This work [23] reports
a precision of 96% for identifying relations between biological mol-
ecules from full-text articles. In [33], the authors have proposed
RelEx to extract relations between genes and proteins. For relation
extraction, the text documents are ﬁrst converted into dependency
parse tree using Stanford Lexicalized Parser. Thereafter, rules are
applied to identify candidate relations from parse trees. Both, pre-
cision and recall of the proposed system calculated over 1 million
MEDLINE abstracts are reported as 80%.
Mixed approach: Ciaramita et al. [18] report an unsupervised
learning mechanism for extracting semantic relations between
molecular biology concepts from tagged MEDLINE abstracts. For
each sentence containing two biological entities, a dependency
graph highlighting the dependency between the entities is gener-
ated based on linguistic analysis. A relation between two entities
is extracted as the shortest path between the pair following the
dependency relations. The major emphasis of this work is to deter-
mine the role of a concept in a signiﬁcant relation and enhance the
biological ontology to include these roles and relations. Sentences
containing complex embedded conjunctions/disjunctions or more
than 100 words were not used for relation extraction. In the pres-
ence of nested tags, the system considers only the innermost tag.
In [34], Li et al. have developed a framework of kernel-based
learning to automatically extract biomedical relations from text
documents. They have proposed a novel trace-tree kernel that ex-
tends a standard tree kernel by adding a trace kernel to capture ri-
cher contextual information. The reported precision and recall
values are 70.11% and 64.68%, respectively.
It can be observed that most of the systems have been devel-
oped to extract a prespeciﬁed set of relations. The relation set is
manually chosen to include a set of frequently occurring relations.
Each system is tuned to work with a pre-determined set of rela-
tions and does not address the problem of relation extraction in
a generic way. For example the method of identiﬁcation of interac-
tion between genes and gene products cannot work for extraction
of enzyme interactions from journal articles, or for automatic
extraction of protein interactions from scientiﬁc abstracts. In line
with [18,32], BioKEVis attempts to extract generic biological rela-
tions along with the associated entities and store them in a struc-
tured repository. While mining biological relations the associatedprepositions are also considered which very often changes the nat-
ure of the verb. Unlike most of the systems mentioned above,
BioKEVis also identiﬁes the negations in sentences and store
them along with the relational verbs. Besides mining relational
verbs and the associated entities, the validatory entities whose
presence or absence validates a particular biological interaction
are also identiﬁed and stored in the knowledge repository.
2.2. Biomedical knowledge visualization
Though biological relation mining has gained attention of
researchers for unraveling the mysteries of biological reactions,
their use in biological information visualization is still limited
[18]. The powerful combination of precise analysis of the biomed-
ical documents with a set of visualization tools enables the user to
navigate and use easily the abundance of biomedical document
collection. Visualization is a key element for effective consumption
of information. Semantic nets provide a consolidated view of do-
main concepts and semantic relations among them and can aid
in this process. In the information visualization literature, a num-
ber of exploratory visualization tools are described in [25]. Zheng
et al. [24] have proposed an ontology-based visualization frame-
work, GOClonto, for conceptualization of biomedical document
collections. Based on Gene Ontology (GO), GOClonto extracts
gene-related terms from biomedical text, applies latent semantic
analysis to identify key gene-related terms, allocates documents
based on the key gene-related terms, and utilizes GO to automati-
cally generate a corpus-related gene ontology. In [16] a soft-com-
puting based technique is proposed to integrate information
mined from biological text documents with the help of biological
databases. Castro et al. [17] propose building a semantic net for
visualization of relevant information with respect to usecases like
the nutrigenomics usecase, wherein the relevant entities around
which the semantic net is built are pre-deﬁned.
Although, some visualization methods extract key concepts
from document corpora, most of them do not explicitly exploit
the semantic relationships between these concepts. The proposed
method differs from all these approaches predominantly in its
use of pure linguistic techniques rather than use of any pre-exist-
ing collection of entities and relations. Moreover, the knowledge
visualizer module is integrated with the underlying corpus for
comprehending the conceptual structure of biomedical document
collections and avoiding information overload for users. On select-
ing a particular entity or relation in the graph the relevant docu-
ments are displayed with highlighting the snippet in which the
target knowledge is embedded.
2.3. Biomedical query answering
In order to provide intelligent search mechanisms for extracting
relevant information components from a vast collection of text
documents a number of biomedical query answering systems ap-
pear in the literature. Textpresso [2] is a biological information re-
trieval and extraction system which analyzes tagged biological
documents. Two types of tags are used for tagging text elements
manually. The ﬁrst set of tags deﬁnes a collection of biological
concepts and the second set of tags deﬁnes a set of relations that
can relate two categories of biological concepts. A tag is deﬁned
by a collection of terms including nouns, verbs, etc. that can be
commonly associated to the concept. Portions of the document
containing a relevant subset of terms are marked by the corre-
sponding biological concept or relation tag. The search engine al-
lows the user to search for combinations of concepts, keywords
and relations. With speciﬁc relations like commonly occurring
gene–gene interactions, etc. encoded as a relation tag, Textpresso
assists the user to formulate semantic queries. The recall value of
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whether the search is conducted over abstracts or full text docu-
ments. Uramoto et al. [1] have proposed a text-mining system,
MedTAKMI, for knowledge discovery from biomedical documents.
The system dynamically and interactively mines a large collection
of documents with biomedically motivated categories to obtain
characteristic information from them. The MedTAKMI system per-
forms entity extraction using dictionary lookup from a collection of
two million biomedical entities, which are then used along with
their associated category names to search for documents that con-
tain keywords belonging to speciﬁc categories. Users can submit a
query and receive a document collection in which each document
contains the query keywords or their synonyms. The system also
uses syntactic information with a shallow parser to extract binary
(a verb and a noun) and ternary (two nouns and a verb) relations
that are used as keywords by various MedTAKMI mining functions
like dictionary-based full text searching, hierarchical category
viewer, chronological viewer, etc.
It can be observed that these systems rely on either manual
identiﬁcation of entities and relations or dictionary lookup. In addi-
tion, these systems do not use any ranking mechanism to present
retrieved documents in order to their relevance of user queries.
3. BioKEVis architecture
In this section, we present the complete architectural detail of
BioKEVis which consists of following modules: PubMed Crawler,
Document Processor, Key Concept Miner, Biological Relation Miner,
Biomedical Knowledge Visualizer, and Biomedical Query Processor
(see Fig. 1). The design and working principles of these modules
are presented in the following sub-sections.
3.1. PubMed crawler
PubMed Crawler is developed as an interactive module using
Java programming language that uses PubMed API (ApplicationProgram Interface) to fetch PubMed documents in XML format
and store them after parsing into structured database on local ma-
chine. Biomedical documents stored in PubMed database are avail-
able in XML format in which tags are deﬁned using Document Type
Deﬁnition1 (DTD) ﬁle standardized by World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C). The crawler uses DTD ﬁle deﬁnitions to create database sche-
ma to store fetched XML ﬁles from PubMed database into structured
form. The fetched XML documents are parsed by crawler to identify
different constituents like PMID, title, abstract, etc. to store them in
structured database on local machine. There are two types of APIs
for parsing XML ﬁles – tree-based Document Object Model (DOM),
and event-based Simple API to XML (SAX). Our crawler uses the SAX
parser as DOM parser requires to read in and store the entire docu-
ment in main memory prior to writing out any data and it is not pos-
sible for a large ﬁle that do not ﬁt in the memory. However, the SAX
parser receives data through a stream and recognizes the beginning
and end of a document, element, or attribute in an event driven
manner. It writes out the data as it proceeds and there is no need
to load entire ﬁle in the memory. After parsing XML ﬁles the JDBC
is used to store parsed data into the database.
3.2. Document processor
The Document Processor fetches the text documents from local
database repository for parts-of-speech (POS) analysis which as-
signs POS tags to every word in a sentence, where a tag reﬂects
the syntactic category of the word [4]. The POS tags are useful to
identify the grammatical structure of sentences like noun and verb
phrases and their inter-relationships. For POS analysis we have
used the Stanford parser,2 which is a statistical parser. The Stanford
parser receives documents as input and works out the grammatical
structure of sentences to convert them into equivalent phrase
structure tree. A list of sample sentences and their corresponding
Table 1
A List of PubMed abstracts and corresponding phrase structure tree generated through Stanford Parser.
PMID Sentence Phrase structure tree
19295912 Transcriptome analysis of synaptoneurosomes
identiﬁes neuroplasticity genes overexpressed
in incipient Alzheimer’s disease
(ROOT (S (NP (NP (JJ Transcriptome) (NN analysis)) (PP (IN of) (NP (NNS synaptoneurosomes)))) (VP (VBZ
identiﬁes) (NP (NP (JJ neuroplasticity) (NNS genes)) (VP (VBN overexpressed) (PP (IN in) (NP (NP (JJ
incipient) (NNP Alzheimer) (POS ’s)) (NN disease)))))) (. .)))
19295164 Recent studies suggest that bone marrow-
derived macrophages can effectively reduce
beta-amyloid (Abeta) deposition in brain
(ROOT (S (NP (JJ Recent) (NNS studies)) (VP (VBP suggest) (SBAR (IN that) (S (NP (JJ bone) (JJ marrow-
derived) (NNS macrophages)) (VP (MD can) (ADVP (RB effectively)) (VP (VB reduce) (NP (NP (JJ beta-
amyloid) (PRN (-LRB- -LRB-) (NP (NNP Abeta)) (-RRB- -RRB-)) (NN deposition)) (PP (IN in) (NP (NN
brain))))))))) (. .)))
19275635 There is substantial and compelling evidence
that aggregation and accumulation of amyloid
beta protein (Abeta) plays a pivotal role in the
development of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
(ROOT (S (S (NP (EX There)) (VP (VBZ is) (NP (ADJP (JJ substantial) (CC and) (JJ compelling)) (NN
evidence)) (SBAR (IN that) (S (NP (NP (NN aggregation) (CC and) (NN accumulation)) (PP (IN of) (NP (NP
(JJ amyloid) (JJ beta) (NN protein)) (PRN (-LRB- -LRB-) (NP (NNP Abeta)) (-RRB- -RRB-))))) (VP (VBZ plays)
(NP (NP (DT a) (JJ pivotal) (NN role)) (PP (IN in) (NP (NP (DT the) (NN development)) (PP (IN of) (NP (NP
(NP (NNP Alzheimer) (POS ’s)) (NN disease)) (PRN (-LRB- -LRB-) (NNP AD) (-RRB- -RRB-)))))))))))) (: ;)
19263040 Memory deﬁcits and neurochemical changes
induced by C-reactive protein in rats:
implication in Alzheimer’s disease
(ROOT (NP (NP (NP (NN Memory) (NNS deﬁcits) (CC and) (NN neurochemical) (NNS changes)) (VP (VBN
induced) (PP (IN by) (NP (NP (JJ C-reactive) (NN protein)) (PP (IN in) (NP (NNS rats))))))) (: :) (NP (NP (NN
implication)) (PP (IN in) (NP (NP (NNP Alzheimer) (POS ’s)) (NN disease)))) (. .)))
Table 3
A partial list of terms and their normalized weights extracted from a corpus
containing PubMed Abstracts on ‘‘Alzheimer disease”.
Term (t) x(t) Term (t) x(t) Term (t) x(t)
AD 1.00 Protein 0.45 Mice 0.32
Abeta 0.86 APP 0.43 Expression 0.32
Patients 0.66 MCI 0.38 Risk 0.31
Dementia 0.62 Impairment 0.35 Memory 0.31
Disease 0.59 Levels 0.35 Results 0.30
Brain 0.51 Study 0.34 Neurons 0.30
Alzheimer 0.49 Treatment 0.33 Studies 0.29
Tau 0.48 Cells 0.33 Activity 0.29
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Table 1. These sentences are also referred in rest of the paper to
explain the functioning details of other modules.
3.3. Key concept miner
The phrase structure tree generated by document processor is
further analyzed by this module to identify feasible key concepts
for conceptualization of document corpus. The key steps in this
process are: term and phrase extraction, and feasibility analysis using
LSA. These steps are explained in the following sub-sections.
3.3.1. Term and phrase extraction
For term and phrase extraction, we consider only those internal
NP (noun phrase) nodes whose child nodes appear as leaf in phraseTable 2
Algorithm for term and phrase extraction, and their weight calculation.
Algorithm: TermPhraseExtraction(F)
Input: A forest F of phrase structure trees
Output: List of terms LTerm, their idf vector and weight matrix; list of
phrases LPhrase
1 LTerm u, LPhrase u
2 For each T 2 F do // consider each phrase structure tree
3 For each internal NP node k 2 T do // consider each noun
phrase node
4 If all child nodes of k are leaf node then
5 p = ‘‘” // Initialize phrase as null string
6 For each node n 2 child[k] do
7 If (tag(n) = NN* OR tag(n) = JJ) then
8 p p + word(n)
9 If (tag(n) = NN*) then
10 LTerm LTerm[ word(n)
11 End if
12 End if
13 End for
14 LPhrase LPhrase [ p
15 End if
16 End for
17 End for
18 For i 1 to length(LTerm) do
19 For j 1 to n do // n is total number of documents
20 W[i][j] tf(ti,j)  idf(ti)
21 End for
22 If AvgWeight(ti) < h1 then // h1 is a threshold value
23 LTerm LTerm  ti
24 End if
25 End for
26 For each pi 2 LPhrase do
27 If AvgWeight(npi) < h2 then // using Eq. (1)
28 LPhrase LPhrase  npi
29 End if
30 End forstructure tree. If a node NP has single child node tagged as noun it
is extracted as term. If NP has two or more child nodes then the
string concatenation function is applied to club the child nodes,
tagged as noun or adjective, together and it is identiﬁed as phrase.
Hence, a term is a noun phrase containing single word. The lists
of terms and phrases are compiled separately for the purpose of
feasibility analysis using LSA as discussed in the following section
[27]. After compiling the lists, the terms having a match in the list
of stop-words3 are ﬁltered out and phrases starting or ending with
stop-words are cleaned after removing the stop-words from them.
In addition, the terms containing only numeric and special charac-
ters or having length (number of characters) less than three are also
removed from the lists. For remaining phrases we calculate their
weight using term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency
(idf) in each document of the corpus [29]. The weight of a phrase
pi in jth document, x(pi,j), is calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2) where,
tf(pi,j) is the number of times pi occurs in jth document. jDj is the to-
tal number of documents in the corpus, and j{dj :pi 2 dj}j is the num-
ber of documents where pi appears. While counting frequency of a
term or phrase they are stemmed using Porter’s stemmer [30]. All
those phrases having normalized average weight over all documents
above a threshold are retained for feasibility analysis using LSA.
The TermPhraseExtraction algorithm given in Table 2 pre-
sents the process of term and phrase extraction and weight-matrix
generation in a formal way. A partial list of identiﬁed terms and
phrases from text documents on Alzheimer disease are shown in
Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The terms and phrases are ranked in
non-increasing order of their normalized weights
xðpi;jÞ ¼ tf ðpi;jÞ  idf ðpiÞ ð1Þ
idf ðpiÞ ¼ log
j D j
dj : pi 2 dj
  
 !
ð2Þ3 A list of 500 stop-words appears at http://www.abulaish.com/stopwords.txt.
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Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a technique which is used to
analyze relationships between a set of documents and the terms
they contain by producing a set of concepts related to the docu-
ments and terms [26]. This is applied to further boost the precisionFig. 2. Sample text documents along with terms and
0.00 0.00 0.76 0.76 0.40 0.31 0.40 0.40
0.15 0.00 0.64 0.64 0.34 0.26 0.34 0.34 
0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.00 0.85 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.85 0.00 
0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
A = 
0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(a) Term-document matrix A 
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.71 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.71 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
P = 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 
(g) Term-phrase matrix P 
U
1.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 1.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 1.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
S = 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(c) Matrix S 
V
0.67 0.57 0.16 0.36 0.28 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
-0.08 -0.07 0.75 -0.44 0.48 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
-0.20 -0.21 0.52 0.70 -0.25 -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 U
T
k=4 = 
0.14 -0.03 -0.21 -0.17 0.17 -0.47 -0.47 -0.47 -0.47 
(e) Matrix UTk=4
M=abs(UTk=4)P
Fig. 3. Matrices used during LSA f
Table 4
A partial list of phrases and their normalized weights extracted from a corpus containing
Phrase (p) x(p) Phrase (p)
Alzheimer disease 1.00 Mouse model
AD patients 0.88 Tau protein
Cognitive impairment 0.83 Tau phosphorylation
Precursor protein 0.75 Brain injury
Risk factors 0.56 Gene expression
Vascular dementia 0.52 Oxygen species
Cell death 0.48 AD pathogenesis
Control group 0.34 Resonance imagingof key concept extraction process, discussed in the previous sec-
tion. For LSA each document d is represented as a feature vector
~d ¼ ðwt1 ; . . . ;wtm Þ, where m is the number of terms, and wti is the
weight of term ti in document d as calculated in the previous sec-
tion. Feature vector for each document in the corpus is used to gen-phrases present therein to illustrate LSA process.
0.67 -0.08 -0.20 0.14 0.28 0.64 0.00 0.00 
0.57 -0.07 -0.21 -0.03 0.22 -0.76 0.00 0.00 
0.16 0.75 0.52 -0.21 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.36 -0.44 0.70 -0.17 -0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.28 0.48 -0.25 0.17 -0.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 -0.01 -0.16 -0.47 -0.05 0.06 0.87 0.00 
0.02 -0.01 -0.16 -0.47 -0.05 0.06 -0.29 0.82 
0.02 -0.01 -0.16 -0.47 -0.05 0.06 -0.29 -0.41 
 = 
0.02 -0.01 -0.16 -0.47 -0.05 0.06 -0.29 -0.41 
(b) Matrix U 
0.06 -0.02 -0.33 -0.94 -0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.08 0.58 0.50 -0.21 0.38 -0.41 0.21 -0.01 
0.46 -0.08 -0.28 0.09 0.44 -0.32 -0.63 -0.08 
0.46 -0.08 -0.28 0.09 0.44 0.32 0.63 0.08 
0.40 -0.33 0.42 -0.10 -0.19 -0.05 -0.06 0.70 
0.33 0.59 0.06 0.01 -0.20 0.63 -0.32 0.01 
0.36 0.28 -0.35 0.19 -0.59 -0.48 0.24 -0.01 
 = 
0.40 -0.33 0.42 -0.10 -0.19 0.05 0.06 -0.70 
(d) Matrix V 
0.67 0.57 0.16 0.36 0.28 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
0.08 0.07 0.75 0.44 0.48 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
0.20 0.21 0.52 0.70 0.25 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 abs(U
T
k=4)= 
0.14 0.03 0.21 0.17 0.17 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 
(f) Matrix abs(UTk=4) 
0.67 0.57 0.16 0.36 0.28 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
0.08 0.07 0.75 0.44 0.48 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
0.20 0.21 0.52 0.70 0.25 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.22 0.16  = 
0.14 0.03 0.21 0.17 0.17 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.66 0.47 
(h) Matrix M 
or key concept identiﬁcation.
PubMed Abstracts on ‘‘Alzheimer disease”.
x(p) Phrase (p) x(p)
0.34 Music therapy 0.26
0.33 Weight loss 0.26
0.29 Disease progression 0.25
0.29 Control subjects 0.25
0.29 Abeta aggregation 0.24
0.29 Risk factor 0.24
0.27 Abeta peptides 0.24
0.26 Dementia patients 0.23
Table 6
A partial list of feasible key concepts extracted from a corpus containing PubMed
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documents in the corpus. In this matrix, a column vector repre-
sents a document and a row vector represents a term as docu-
ment’s feature. For example, in term-document matrix A shown
in Fig. 3(a), the rows represent the terms listed in Fig. 2(b), i.e., ﬁrst
row represents the term ‘‘disease”, second row represents ‘‘Alzhei-
mer” and so on. Similarly, the columns in Fig. 3(a) represent the
documents listed in Fig. 2(a), i.e., the ﬁrst column corresponds to
document D1, the second column to D2, and so on. In matrix A all
column vectors are normalized so that their length is 1. Thereafter,
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied on A which breaks
it into three matrices U, S, and V, shown in Fig. 3(b), (c), and (d),
respectively, such that A = USVT. SVD translates the term and doc-
ument vectors into a concept space. The ﬁrst r columns of U (where
r is A’s rank) form an orthogonal basis for the matrix A’s term space.
Therefore, basis vectors, which are column vectors in U, represent
abstract terms of corresponding document. In practice, it is not
possible to take all r abstract terms. Therefore we take a threshold
value, h, and ﬁnd the number of singular values (say k) in matrix S
that is higher than this h. Then, we use Uk, which consists of ﬁrst k
columns of U as shown in Fig. 3(e), to obtain k most important
terms for the document corpus. At the time of identiﬁcation of
important terms and phrases we consider only magnitude there-
fore we take absolute value of Uk as shown in Fig. 3(f)
ðpi;jÞ ¼
idf ðtiÞ; if i ¼ j and j 6 m
idf ðtiÞ; if j > m and ti is a substring of the noun phrase
0; otherwise
8><
>:
ð3Þ
Since the column vectors in U represent the importance of the terms
for the document corpus, we also use U to evaluate the importance
of phrases. For this, we construct a matrix P of order m  (m + p),
where m and p represent the number of terms and phrases respec-
tively. In matrix P, each row represents a term and columns repre-
sent terms as well phrases. Elements of matrix P are computed
using Eq. (3). Like term-document matrix A, the column vector
lengths in P are also normalized to 1 as shown in Fig. 3(g).Table 5
Algorithm to identify feasible key concepts
Algorithm: FeasibilityAnalysis(A,LTerm,LPhrase,Term_idf)
Input: Term-document weight matrix (A), list of terms(LTerm), list of
phrases(LPhrase), and Term_idf
Output: A list LKeyConcepts of key concepts
1. [U,S,V]  SVD(A,0)// Decompose matrix A into U, S, V matrices so
that A = USVT
// Construct matrix P using Eq. (3) with the help of LTerm, LPhrase and
Term_idf
2. M AbsðUTKÞ  P // where k < r, the rank of A
3. LKeyConcepts u
4. For i = 1 to rows(M) do
5. max M(i, 1)
6. For j = 2 to cols(M) do
7. If (M(i, j) > max) then
8. max M(i, j)
9. End if
10. End for
11. For j = 1 to cols(M) do
12. If (M(i, j) = max) then
13. If (j 6m) then // m = length(LTerm)
14. LKeyConcepts LKeyConcepts [ {LTerm[j]}
15. Else
16. LKeyConcepts LKeyConcepts [ {LPhrase[j-m]}
17. End if
18. End if
19. End for
20. End for
21. Return LKeyConceptsThereafter, the matrix absðUTkÞ is multiplied with P to get matrix
M as shown in Fig. 3(h) which represents the importance of terms
and phrases. In matrix M, the highest value in each row is identi-
ﬁed and the corresponding term or phrase is extracted as feasible
key concept. In Fig. 3(h), the highest value in each row is under-
lined and the corresponding terms and phrases identiﬁed as key
concepts are: disease, dementia, protein, and cholesterol enrichment.
The algorithm FeasibilityAnalysis given in Table 5 presents
the feasibility analysis process formally. A partial list of feasible
key concepts extracted from a collection of PubMed abstracts on
Alzheimer disease is shown in Table 6. The performance of LSA over
tf-idf, evaluated on GENIA corpus [28], to identify key concepts is
shown in Fig. 4. One of the major difﬁculties in terms of memory
space while using SVD for latent semantic analysis of unstructured
texts is to handle high-order sparse term-document matrix. To
overcome this problem the sparse matrix methods for SVD [31]
can be used.
3.4. Biological relation miner
A biological relation is assumed to be binary in nature, which
deﬁnes a speciﬁc association between an ordered pair of biological
entities. The process of identifying biological relations is accom-
plished in two stages. During the ﬁrst stage, prospective informa-
tion components (Deﬁnition 1) which might embed biological
relations within them are identiﬁed from the sentences. During
the second stage, a feasibility analysis is employed to identify cor-
rect biological relations. These steps are explained in the following
sub-sections.
Deﬁnition 1 (Information Component). An Information Component
(IC) is a 7-tuple of the form hEi,A,V,Pv,Ej,Pc,Eki where, Ei, and Ej are
noun phrases associated by V which is a relational verb; A is
adverb; Pv is verbal-preposition associated with V; Ek is validatory
phrase associated with Ej through conjunctional-preposition Pc.%
ge
 o
f c
or
re
ct
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ss
Number of top-ranked key concepts
TF-IDF
LSA
Fig. 4. Performance comparison of LSA and tf-idf to identify key concepts.
Abstracts on ‘‘ALZHEIMER DISEASE”.
Key concept (terms) Key concept (phrases)
AD APP AD patients Care physicians
Abeta Treatment Gene expression Clinical Trials
Patients Mice Music therapy Abeta generation
Dementia Expression Weight loss Side effects
Tau Memory Dementia patients Abeta oligomers
Protein Neurons Neurodegenerative disorders
Table 7
Algorithm to extract information components from phrase structure tree.
Algorithm: InformationComponentExtraction(T)
Input: Phrase structure tree T, created though Stanford parser
Output: A list of Information Components LIC
1. LIC u
2. For each node N 2 T do
3. IC u
4. For each child gi 2 N do
5. If gi = NP AND gj = VP AND i < j then
6. If k0 2 child[gj] = V AND ki 2 child[gj] = NP AND kj 2 child[gj] = PP AND i– 0, j– 0, i < j AND n0 2 child[kj] = p AND nI 2 child[kj] = NP AND i– 0 then
7. IC = hE(gi), null, V, null, E(ki), p, E(ni)i //E(x) represents the entity extracted from the subtree rooted at x
8. Else if k0 2 child[gj] = V AND ki 2 child[gj] = NP AND i– 0 then
9. If ni 2 child[ki] = NP AND nj 2 child[ki] = PP AND i < j AND s0 2 child[nj] = p ANDsi 2 child[nj] = NP AND i– 0 then
10. IC = hE(gi), null, V, null, E(ni), p, E(si)i
11. Else IC = hE(gi), null, V, null, E(ki), null, nulli
12. End if
13. Else if gk 2 child[gj] = VP AND k0 2 child[gk] = V AND ki 2 child[gk] = NP AND kj 2 child[gk] = PP AND i– 0, j– 0, i < j AND n0 2 child[kj] = p AND ni 2 -
child[kj]=NP AND i– 0 then
14. IC = hE(gi), null, V, null, E(ki), p, E(ni)i
15. Else if gk 2 child[gj] = VP AND k0 2 child[gk] = V AND ki 2 child[gk] = NP AND i– 0 then
16. If ni 2 child[ki] = NP AND nj 2 child[ki] = PP AND i < j AND s0 2 child[nj] = p AND si 2 child[nj] = NP AND i– 0 then
17. IC = hE(gi), null, V, null, E(ni), p, E(si)i
18. Else IC = hE(gi), null, V, null, E(ki), null, nulli
19. End if
20. Else if k0 2 child[gj] = V AND ki 2 child[gj] = PP AND kj 2 child[gj] = PP AND i– 0, j– 0, i < j AND £0 2 child[ki] = p1 AND £m 2 child[ki] = NP AND m – 0
AND n0 2 child[kj] = p2 AND ni 2 child[kj] = NP AND i– 0 then
21. IC = hE(gi), null, V, p1, E(£m), p,E(ni)i
22. Else if k0 2 child[gj] = V AND ki 2 child[gj] = PP AND £0 2 child[ki] = p1 AND £m 2 child[ki] = NP AND m– 0 then
23. If ni 2 child[£m] = NP AND nj 2 child[£m] = PP AND i < j AND s0 2 child[nj] = p2 AND si 2 child[nj] = NP AND i– 0 then
24. IC = hE(gi), null, V, p1, E(ni), p2, E(si)i
25. Else IC = hE(gi), null, V, p1, E(£m), null, nulli
26. End if
27. Else if gk 2 child[gj] = VP AND k0 2 child[gk] = V AND ki 2 child[gk] = PP AND kj 2 child[gk] = PP AND i– 0, j– 0, i < j AND £0 2 child[ki] = p1 AND
£m 2 child[ki] = NP AND m– 0 AND n0 2 child[kj] = p2 AND ni 2 child[kj] = NP AND i– 0 then
28. IC = hE(gi), null, V, p1, E(£m), p2, E(ni)i
29. Else if gk 2 child[gj] = VP AND k0 2 child[gk] = V AND ki 2 child[gk] = PP AND i– 0 AND £0 2 child[ki] = p1 AND £m 2 child[ki] = NP AND m– 0 then
30. If ni 2 child[£m] = NP AND nj 2 child[£m] = PP AND i < j AND s0 2 child[nj] = p2 AND si 2 child[nj] = NP AND i– 0 then
31. IC = hE(gi), null, V, p1, E(ni), p2, E(si)i
32. Else IC = hE(gi), null, V, null, E(£m), null, nulli
33. End if
34. Else if gk 2 child[gj] = VP AND gl 2 child[gk] = VP AND k0 2 child[gl] = V AND ki 2 child[gl] = NP AND kj 2 child[gl] = PP AND i– 0, j– 0, i < j AND
£0 2 child[ki] = p1 AND n0 2 child[kj] = p AND ni 2 child[kj] = NP AND i– 0 then
35. IC = hE(gi), null, V, null, E(ki), p, E(ni)i
36. Else if gk 2 child[gj] = VP AND gl 2 child[gk] = VP AND k0 2 child[gl] = V AND ki 2 child[gl] = NP AND i– 0 then
37. If ni 2 child[ki] = NP AND nj 2 child[ki] = PP AND i < j AND s0 2 child[nj] = p AND si 2 child[nj] = NP AND i– 0 then
38. IC = hE(gi), null, V, null, E(ni), p, E(si)i
39. Else IC = hE(gi), null, V, null, E(ki), null, nulli
40. End if
41. Else if k0 2 child[gj] = V AND ki 2 child[gj] = ADVP AND kj 2 child[gj] = PP AND i– 0, j– 0, i < j AND kk 2 child[ki] = PP AND £0 2 child[kk] = p1AND
£m 2 child[kk] = NP AND m– 0 AND n0 2 child[kj] = p2 AND ni 2 child[kj] = NP AND i– 0 then
42. IC = hE(gi), adv, V, p1, E(£m), p, E(ni)i
43. Else if k0 2 child[gj] = V AND ki 2 child[gj] = ADVP AND i– 0 AND kk 2 child[ki] = PP AND £0 2 child[kk] = p1 AND £m 2 child[kk] = NP AND m– 0 then
44. If ni 2 child[£m] = NP AND nj 2 child[£m] = PP AND i < j AND s0 2 child[nj] = p2 AND si 2 child[nj] = NP AND i– 0 then
45. IC = hE(gi), adv, V, p1, E(ni), p2, E(si)i
46. Else IC = hE(gi), adv, V, p1, E(£m), null, nulli
47. End if
48. End if
49. End if
50. End for
51. If IC– u then
52. LIC LIC [ IC
53. End if
54. End for
55. Return LIC
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An information component is usually manifested in a document
centered around relational verb. The proposed approach to infor-
mation component extraction traverses the phrase structure tree
and analyzes the phrases and their linguistic dependencies in order
to trace relational verbs and other constituents. Since the entities
are marked as terms and phrases, this module exploits the phrase
boundary and proximitivity, to identify relevant information com-ponents. Initially all tuples of the form hEi,A,V,Pv,Ej,Pc,Eki are re-
trieved from text documents.
Since a verb may occur in a sentence in its root form or as a
variant of it different classes of variants of a relational verb are
recognized by our system. The ﬁrst of this class comprises of
morphological variants of the root verb, which are essentially mod-
iﬁcations of the root verb itself. In English language the word mor-
phology is usually categorized into ‘‘inﬂectional” and ‘‘derivational”
1028 Jahiruddin et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 43 (2010) 1020–1035morphology. Inﬂectional morphology studies the transformation of
words for which the root form only changes, keeping the syntactic
constraints invariable. For example, the root verb ‘‘activate”, has
three inﬂectional verb forms – ‘‘activates”, ‘‘activated” and ‘‘activat-
ing”. Derivational morphology on the other hand deals with the
transformation of the stem of a word to generate other words that
retain the same concept but may have different syntactic roles.
Thus, ‘‘activate” and ‘‘activation” refer to the concept of ‘‘making
active”, but one is a verb and the other one a noun. Similarly, inac-
tivate, transactivate, deactivate, etc. are derived morphological vari-
ants created with addition of preﬁxes. Our system considers both
derivational and inﬂectional variants of a root verb.
In the context of biological relations, we also observe that the
occurrence of a verb in conjunction with a preposition very often
changes the nature of the verb. For example, the functions associ-
ated to the verb ‘‘activates” may be quite different from the ones
that can be associated to the verb form ‘‘activates in”, in which
the verb ‘‘activates” is followed by the preposition ‘‘in”. Thus our
system also considers biological relations represented by a combi-
nation of root verbs or their morphological variants, and prepositions
that follow these. Typical examples of biological relations identi-
ﬁed in this category include ‘‘activated in”, ‘‘binds to”, ‘‘stimulated
with”, etc., which denotes a signiﬁcant class of biological reactions.
Besides mining relational verbs with accompanying prepositions
and associated entities, the entities associated with object entity
through conjunctional prepositions are also extracted and termed
as validating entity, which presence or absence validates a particu-
lar biological interaction.
Information component extraction process is implemented as a
rule-based system. Dependencies output by the parser are ana-
lyzed to identify subject, object, verb, preposition, and various other
relationships among elements in a sentence. The Information-
ComponentExtraction algorithm shown in Table 7 dictates the
implementation detail of the rule-based system. A partial list of
information components extracted by this algorithm from PubMed
documents (given in Table 1) is shown in Table 8. The biological
entities appearing in information components are marked with
a biological entity recognizer that helps in identifying valid
biological relations and answering user queries based on biological
concepts. For this purpose, the BioKEVis is integrated with a bio-
logical entity recognizer, ABNER v1.5 [13], which is an open source
software tool for molecular biology text mining. It is a machine
learning system using conditional random ﬁelds with a variety of
orthographic and contextual features. It also includes a Java
application programming interface allowing users to incorporate
ABNER into their own systems and train models on new corpora.
ABNER is trained for NLPBA corpus to identify ﬁve biological
entities – protein, DNA, RNA, cell line, and cell type with average
precision and recall values as 69.1% and 72.0%, respectively. It
is also trained for BioCreative corpus to identify protein/geneTable 8
A partial list of information components extracted from the example documents on ‘‘Alzh
Left entity Adverb Relational verb Verbal
prep.
Right entity
the CST3 gene not associated with AD risk
neuroplasticity genes – overexpressed in incipient Al
disease
global measures of
cognition
– declined with increasing l
Abeta (dAbe
bone marrow-derived
macrophages
– reduce – beta-amylo
deposition
aggregation and
accumulation of amyloid
beta protein (Abeta)
– plays – a pivotal ro
memory deﬁcits and
neurochemical changes
– induced by C-reactive pwith average precision and recall values as 74.5% and 65.0%,
respectively.
3.4.2. Feasible biological relation identiﬁcation
A biological relation is usually manifested in a document as a
relational verb associating two or more biological entities. The bio-
logical actors associated to a relation can be inferred from the bio-
logical entities located in the proximity of the relational verb. At
present, we have considered only binary relations. In order to com-
pile biological relations from information components, we consider
only those tuples in which either subject or object ﬁeld has at least
one biological entity. This consideration deals with the cases in
which pronouns are used to refer the biological entities appearing
in previous sentences. In this way, a large number of irrelevant
verbs are eliminated from being considered as biological relations.
Since, our aim is not just to identify possible relational verbs but to
identify feasible biological relation. Hence, we engage in statistical
analysis to identify feasible biological relations. To consolidate the
ﬁnal list of feasible biological relations we take care of two things.
Firstly, since various forms of the same verb represent a basic bio-
logical relation in different forms, the feasible collection is ex-
tracted by considering only the unique root forms after analyzing
the complete list of information components. The root verb having
frequency count greater than or equal to a threshold value is re-
tained as root biological relations. Thereafter, information compo-
nents are again analyzed to identify and extract the morphological
variants of the retained root verbs.
The core functionalities of the biological relation and morpho-
logical variants ﬁnding module is summed up in the following
steps.
 Let LV be the collection of verbs or verb–preposition pairs, which
are extracted as part of information components. Each verb can
occur in more than one form in the list LV. For example, the verb
activate may occur in the form of activate, activates, activated or
activated in, etc., all of them essentially representing the biolog-
ical interaction ‘‘activation” in some form. The list LV is analyzed
to determine the set of unique root forms. The frequency of
occurrence of each root verb is the sum-total of its occurrence
frequencies in each form. All root verbs with frequency less
than a user-given threshold are eliminated from further consid-
eration. The surviving verbs are stored in LRV and termed as
most-frequently occurring root verbs representing important bio-
logical relations.
 Once the frequent root verb list is determined, a pattern match-
ing technique is applied on LV to identify and extract the mor-
phological variants of all root verbs in LRV.
Algorithm BiologicalRelationExtraction given in Table 9
deﬁnes this process formally. A partial list of feasible biologicaleimer disease” given in Table 1.
Conjunction
preposition
Validatory phrase PubMed ID
in the Finnish population 19293566
zheimer’s – – 19295912
evels of dimeric
ta)
– – 19295912
id (Abeta) in brain 19295164
le in the development of
Alzheimer ’s disease (AD)
19275635
rotein in rats 19263040
Table 9
Algorithm to extract biological relations.
Algorithm: BiologicalRelationExtraction(LIC)
Input:LIC – A list of information components
Output:A set R of feasible biological relations and their morphological variants
1. LV u, LUV u, LRV u
2. For all IC 2 LIC do
3. If Ei 2 IC.subject OR Ei2 IC.object then // Ei is a biological entity identiﬁed by ABNER
4. LV LV [ IC.verb + IC.preposition
5. End if
6. End for
7. LUV UNIQUE(LV) // create a list of unique verbs
8. Filter out verbs from LUV with a preﬁx as n, where n 2 {cross-, extra-, hydro-, micro-, milli-, multi-, photo-, super-, anti-, down-, half-, hypo-, mono-, omni-,
over-, poly-, self-, semi-, tele-, dis-, epi-, mis-, non-, pre-, sub-, de-, di-, il-, im-, ir-, un-, up-}
9. Filter out verbs from LUV with a sufﬁx as I, where I 2{-able, -tion, -ness, -less, -ment, -ally, -ity, -ism, -ous, -ing, -er, -or, -al, -ly, -ed, -es, -ts, -gs, -ys, -ds, -ws, -ls,
-rs, -ks, -en}
10. For all V 2 LUV do
11. N = FreqCount(V)
12. If NP h {threshold value} then
13. LRV LRV [ V
14. End if
15. End for
16. R LRV
17. For all Vi 2 LRV do //identifying morphological variants
18. For all Vj 2 LUV do
19. If Vi 2 SubString(Vj) then
20. R R [ Vj
21. End if
22. End for
23. End for
24. Return R
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of 500 PubMed abstracts related to Alzheimer disease is shown in
Table 10.
3.5. Biomedical knowledge visualizer
One of the crucial requirements when developing a text mining
system is the ability to browse through the document collection
and be able to visualize various elements within the collection. This
type of interactive exploration enables the identiﬁcation of newTable 10
A partial list of feasible biological relations and their morphological variants extracted
from a corpus of 500 PubMed abstracts related to ‘‘Alzheimer disease”.
Biological
relations
Morphological variants
associate associate with, associated with, associated to
increase increased, increases, increased in, increased after, increased
by, increased over
induce induced, induced by, induces, induced in, induced with
investigate investigated, investigated in, investigates, investigated by,
investigated with, investigated for
show showed, shown, shown on, show for, shows
reduce reduced, reduces, reduced by, reduced in
decreased decreased in, decreased as, decreased with, decreased across
observed observed in, observed between, observed for, observed over
use used, used for, used in
regulate regulated by, regulates
affect affected, affects, affected in, affected by, affecting
express expressed in, expressing, express as, expresses, expressed
from
attenuate attenuated, attenuated by, attenuates, attenuated in
generated generated by, generated from
enhanced enhanced in, enhanced by
activate activates, activated
prevent prevented, prevents, prevented by
play plays
involve involved in, involves
reveal revealed, revealed between
detect detected, detected in, detected bytypes of entities and relationships that can be extracted for better
exploration of results from the information extraction phase
[19,20]. Semantic net created as relationship maps provides a visual
means for concise representation of relationships among key terms
in a given context.
The major idea of generating a semantic net is to highlight the
role of a concept in a text corpus by eliciting its relationship to
other concepts. The nodes in a semantic net represent entities
and links indicate relationships. While concept ontologies are spe-
cialized types of semantic net, which also highlight the taxonomical
and partonomical relations among concepts, the proposed semantic
net is designed only to represent the generic biological relations
and associated entities mined from the text corpus. Hence, a subset
of an information component, termed as relation triplet, is used for
this purpose. The relation triplet can be deﬁned formally as
follows:
Deﬁnition 2 (Relation Triplet). A relation triplet (RT) is a projection
of information component which is deﬁned as a triplet of the form
hS,V,Oi, where V is a relational verb and S, O are noun phrases
associated through V.
The whole graph is centered around a concept selected from the
list of feasible concepts recognized by the key concept miner mod-
ule. For a relation triplet hS,V,Oi, the biological entities present in S
and O are used to deﬁne classes and V is used to deﬁne relation-
ships between them. Since S and Omay contain multiple biological
entities, only the ﬁrst entity identiﬁed by ABNER are displayed as
class label in the semantic net for simplicity purpose. To deﬁne a
relationship map, the user selects a concept, say n, around which
the graph is to be created. The selected concept n is used to extract
all those relation triplets which contains n either as a part of S or O
or both. Hence for a relation triplet hS,V,Oi three cases may arise:
Case 1: n appears as a part of S – In this case a separate node
labeled with ﬁrst entity appearing in S is created which
is linked with a directed edge originating from n and
labeled with V.
1030 Jahiruddin et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 43 (2010) 1020–1035Case 2: n appears as a part of O – In this case a separate node
labeled with ﬁrst entity appearing as a part of O is cre-
ated which is linked with a directed edge terminating
at n and labeled with V.
Case 3: n appears as a part of both S and O – This combines both
case 1 and case 2.
Algorithm SemanticNetGeneration shown in Table 11 is
used to convert the semantic net generation process into a workingFig. 6. PubMed documents and information co
Fig. 5. Semantic net created by Bimodule. A snapshot of the semantic net generated around
‘‘Alzheimer” is shown in Fig. 5. The left pan of Fig. 5 shows the list
of all feasible key concepts identiﬁed by key concept miner around
which a semantic net can be generated. The user selected concept
is displayed in oval at the center position and all related noun
phrases containing at least one biological entity are displayed
around it in rectangles. The color scheme is used to highlight the
biological class of the associated entities. For visibility purpose,
we have used the color scheme different from the one used bymponents centered around ‘‘amyloid beta”.
oKEVis around ‘‘Alzheimer”.
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‘‘green” for DNA class, ‘‘pink” for RNA class, ‘‘magenta” for cell-line
class and ‘‘blue” for cell-type. Since, the ABNER recognizes only a
subset of GENIA ontology concepts – protein, DNA, RNA, cell-line
and cell-type, at present the system highlights the class of only
these entities appearing in the text.
The semantic net also facilitates the users to navigate through
the pile of documents in an efﬁcient way. While double-clicking
on a node, all the information components (ICs) in which the en-
tity, contained in the node, appears either as a part of subject or ob-
ject are selected. Thereafter, the PubMed documents containing
these ICs are displayed in which the relevant parts of the sentences
are highlighted. The ICs that are present in the retrieved docu-
ments are also extracted and displayed separately in the bottom
pan of the same window. Fig. 6 presents a snapshot of the window
containing PubMed documents and information components cen-
tered around the entity ‘‘amyloid beta” when it was double-clicked
in Fig. 5. Similarly, on double-clicking an edge, all informationFig. 7. PubMed documents and information c
Fig. 8. Querycomponents (ICs) centered around the biological relation appear-
ing as edge label are selected. Thereafter, the PubMed documents
containing these ICs are displayed with properly highlighting the
relevant snippet of text. The ICs that are present in retrieved doc-
uments are also extracted and displayed separately in bottom pan
of the same window. Fig. 7 presents a snapshot of the window con-
taining PubMed documents and information components centered
around the relational verb ‘‘modulates” when it was double-clicked
in Fig. 5.
3.6. Biomedical Query Processor
In this section, we present the design of the Biomedical Query
Processor module, which processes user queries over the abstract
database and displays relevant information components. The
PubMed documents containing the information components (ICs)
entered by user are displayed with properly highlighting the
relevant snippet of text. The ICs that are present in the retrievedomponents centered around ‘‘modulates”.
interface.
Table 11
Algorithm for semantic net generation.
Algorithm: SemanticNetGeneration(LRT,n)
Input: Relation triplets (LRT) and a key concept (n) around which the
graph is to be created
Output: Semantic Net – A directed graph G = (V,E)
1. V n
2. E u
3. For all hS,V,Oi 2 LIT do
4. If n 2 substring(S) then
5. E1 getFirstEntity(O)
6. If E1 R V then
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tom pan of the query window. Links to PubMed abstracts are also
created that can be used to navigate through the whole documents.
Query processing is a two-step process – acceptance and
analysis of user query and ﬁnding relevant snippet of texts from
the structured knowledge base. A query is represented by a tem-
plate hleftEntity/class/*,relation/*,rightEntity/class/*,validatoryEntity/
class/*i which allows the user to formulate feasible queries at mul-
tiple levels of speciﬁcity. A query can contain a mixture of concepts
and entity names and/or a speciﬁc relation. The asterisk (*) symbol
in any ﬁeld represents a wild card entry and any match is consid-
ered as successful. A query is restricted to contain a maximum of
three wild-card entries, since all four wild-card entries would be
similar to retrieving all documents in the database. Fig. 8 shows
a snapshot of the query interface and a partial list of sentences
retrieved for the query hunfolded protein,activated,neurons,Alzhei-
meri. Initially, the ﬁelds in the query interface contain all possible
values from the corresponding constituents of the information
components. When the user selects a speciﬁc value in a ﬁeld, only
the relevant elements for the remaining ﬁelds are displayed by the
system. Thus guided query formulation allows users to specify only
meaningful queries with respect to the underlying corpus.
Since the result set for a given query may contain a large num-
ber of documents, a relevance computation mechanism based on
the associations of information components is introduced. For a gi-
ven query the retrieved documents are displayed in non-increasing
order of their degree of relevance to the query. The relevance value
is calculated by using statistical based vector-space model. In this
model a retrieved document dj in response to a user query he1,
r,e2,e3i is deﬁned by a 4-dimensional vector ~dj ¼ ðwe1 ;j;wr;j;we2 ;j;
wt;jÞ, where we1 ;j;wr;j;we2 ;j, and wt,j represents the weights of e1,
r, e2, and triplet t = he1,r,e2i, respectively in jth document. The
weights are calculated using Eqs. (4)–(7). In Eq. (4), tfe1 ;j represents
the term-frequency of e1 in jth document and j{he1,r,eki :ek– e2}j
represents the number of entities, except e2, associated with e1
through r across the corpus. In Eq. (5), tfr,j represents the term-
frequency of r in jth document and j{hei,r,eji :ei– e1 ^ ej– e2}j rep-
resents the number of entity-pairs, except he1,e2i, associated
through r across the corpus. In Eq. (6), tfe2 ;j represents the term-fre-
quency of e2 in jth document and j{hei,r,e2i :ei– e1}j represents the
number of entities, except e1, associated with e2 through r across
the corpus. In Eq. (7), tft,jrepresents the term-frequency of triplet
t in jth document and j{he1,rk,e2i}j represents the number of rela-
tions associating the entity-pair he1,e2i across the corpus. Finally,
the degree of relevance of the document dj with the user query,
rel(dj), is calculated using Eq. (8). The relevance values calculated
so are used to rank the retrieved documents in non-decreasing or-
der of their relevance to user query
we1 ;j ¼ tfe1 ;j  log2ðj fhe1; r; eki : ek – e2g jÞ ð4Þ
wr;j ¼ tfr;j  log2ðj fhei; r; eji : ei – e1 ^ ej – e2g jÞ ð5Þ
we2 ;j ¼ tfe2 ;j  log2ðj fhei; r; e2i : ei – e1g jÞ ð6Þ
wt;j ¼ tft;j  log2ðj fhe1; rk; e2ig jÞ ð7Þ
relðdjÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
w2e1 ;j þw2r;j þw2e2 ;j þw2t;j
q
ð8Þ7. V V [ E1
8. E E [ hn, E1i
9. End if
10. End if
11. If n = substring(O) then
12. E1 getFirstEntity(S)
13. If E1 R V then
14. V V [ E1
15. E E [ hE1, ni
16. End if
17. End if
18. End for
19. Return G4. Experimental evaluation
The performance of the whole system is analyzed by taking into
account the performance of the key concept extraction and biological
relation extraction processes. For evaluation of the experimental re-
sults, we use standard Information Retrieval (IR) performance
measures deﬁned in Eqs. (9)–(11). From the extraction results,
we calculate the true positive TP (number of correct concepts the
system identiﬁes as correct), the false positive FP (number of incor-rect concepts the system falsely identiﬁes as correct), and the false
negatives FN (number of correct concepts the system fails to iden-
tify as correct). By using these values we calculate the following
performance measures:
Precision (p): the ratio of true positives among all retrieved
instancesp ¼ TP
TP þ FP ð9Þ
Recall (q): the ratio of true positives among all positive
instances
q ¼ TP
TP þ FN ð10Þ
F1-measure (F1): the harmonic mean of recall and precisionF1 ¼ 2qpqþ p ð11Þ4.1. Evaluation of key concept extraction process
In this section we present a discussion on the performance of
the key concept extraction module. For evaluation purpose we
have used GENIA corpus [28] in which entity names are tagged
with GENIA ontology concepts. Due to memory space limitation
for using LSA function of MatLab, we have randomly taken only
50 documents from GENIA corpus for the evaluation purpose. A
preprocessing module is implemented in Java that extracts all
tagged entities and stores them in a list, say L. Then, it ﬁlters out
all meta language tags from the documents. The ﬁltered docu-
ments are parsed using Stanford parser to generate phrase struc-
ture which is later analyzed by key concept miner to identify
feasible key concepts. Identiﬁed feasible concepts are ordered in
non-increasing order of their weights shown in matrix M of
Fig. 3(h). Thereafter, the concepts appearing at top 10%, top 20%
and so on positions are considered for performance analysis. For
each consideration, we have calculated the value of true positives
(TP) and false positives (FP). Since false negative (FN) represents
the entities in L that are not identiﬁed by the system as feasible
concepts, for a partial list of extracted concepts by the system it
Table 12
Misclassiﬁcation matrix of the key concept extraction process.
Performance measure Percentage of top position concepts considered as key concepts
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 F1-measure
TP 37 69 104 132 174 203 259 302 351 393 0.68
FP 10 20 34 42 59 81 94 108 123 403
FN – – – – – – – – – 220
Precision 0.79 0.78 0.75 0.76 0.75 0.71 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.73
Recall – – – – – – – – – 0.63
Table 13
Performance evaluation of the biological relation extraction process.
Biological relations
around which ICs
are centered
Total # of times IC
is identiﬁed
by the system
Total # of times IC is
correctly identiﬁed
by the system
Total # of times IC
occurs correctly in
the test corpus
Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-measure (%)
Activate 36 35 49 97.22 71.43 82.35
Associate 19 18 22 94.74 81.82 87.81
Express 26 24 35 92.31 68.57 78.69
Increase 19 17 26 89.47 65.38 75.55
Induce 71 67 91 94.37 73.63 82.72
Inhibit 36 34 48 94.44 70.83 80.95
Modulate 6 5 6 83.33 83.33 83.33
Reduce 22 21 30 95.45 70.00 80.77
Regulate 31 28 37 90.32 75.68 82.35
Stimulate 22 21 30 95.45 70.00 80.77
Average 92.71 73.07 81.53
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shown only for 100% consideration in Table 12.
Based on the values of TP, FP, and FN the precision, recall and F1-
measure values are calculated. Table 12 summarizes the perfor-
mance measure values for our system in the form of a misclassiﬁ-
cation matrix. The recall value is lower than precision indicating
that certain correct key concepts could not be recognized by the
system correctly which leaves scope for enhancing our grammar
to accommodate more dependency relations. Moreover, while cal-
culating the values of TP, FP, and FN we have applied exact string
matching which is also one of the reasons to lower these values.4.2. Evaluation of relation extraction process
A relation triplet is said to be correctly identiﬁed if its occurrence
within a sentence along with its left and right entities is grammat-
ically correct and the system has been able to locate it in the right
context. To judge the performance of the system, it is not enough
to judge the extracted relations only, but it is also required to ana-
lyze all the correct relations that were missed by the system. The
system was evaluated for its recall and precision values for 10 rela-
tions activate, associate, express, increase, induce, inhibit, modulate,
reduce, regulate, and stimulate. Like evaluation of key concept
extraction module, an evaluation software was written in Java for
this module too which exhaustively checks the corpus for possible
occurrences of the required relation. For each relation to be judged,
the evaluation software takes the root relation as input and per-
forms partial string matching to extract all possible occurrences
of the relation. This ensures that various nuances of English lan-
guage grammar can also be taken care of. For example, if the root
relation used in any query is ‘‘activate”, all sentences containing
activates, inactivate, activated by, activated in, etc. are extracted.
Each sentence containing an instance of the pattern is presented
to the human evaluator after its appropriate tagging through AB-
NER. The sentence without ABNER tags is also presented to the
evaluator. This makes it easier for the evaluator to judge the gram-
matical correctness of the relation in association to the concepts orentities around it. Each occurrence of the relation is judged for cor-
rectness by the evaluator, and the correct instances are marked.
The marked instances are stored by the evaluation software and la-
ter used for computing the precision and recall values.
The precision value of the system reﬂects its capability to iden-
tify a relational verb along with the correct pair of concepts/enti-
ties within which it is occurring. Recall value reﬂects the
capability of the system to locate all instances of a relation within
the corpus. Table 13 summarizes the performance measure values
of our relation extraction system in the form of a misclassiﬁcation
matrix for information components centered around 10 different
biological relations. On 100 documents randomly selected from
GENIA corpus, the average precision, recall, and F1-measure values
are 92.71%, 73.07%, and 81.53% respectively.
As is observed, the precision of the system is quite high. This
indicates that most of the extracted instances are correctly identi-
ﬁed. However, the recall value of the system is somewhat low. This
indicates that several relevant elements are not extracted from the
text. The reason for low recall values was identiﬁed as follows. We
observed that most miss occur when the parser assigns an
incorrect syntactic class to a relational verb. For example, in the
following sentence, the relational verb ‘‘activates” and other re-
lated constituents could not be identiﬁed by the system because
‘‘activates” is marked as noun by the parser. Similarly, other misses
occur when an information components spans over multiple sen-
tences using anaphora.
‘‘Increased [Ca2+]i activates Ca2+/calmodulin-
dependent kinases including the multifunctional Ca2+/
calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaM-K II), as
well as calcineurin, a type 2B protein phosphatase[MED-
LINE #: 95173590, Sentence No. 2].’’5. Uniqueness of the proposed framework
In this section, we highlight some of the key features of the pro-
posed system BioKEVis over the existing systems in literature.
The results presented in the previous sections are comparable to
1034 Jahiruddin et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 43 (2010) 1020–1035the results of other methods in literature, but we can note that the
tasks are not the same. Unlike most of the related works [9–12] on
biological relation extraction, which have described methods for
mining a ﬁxed set of biological relations occurring with a set of pre-
deﬁned tags, the proposed system identiﬁes all verbs in a docu-
ment, and then identiﬁes the feasible biological relational verbs
using contextual analysis. While mining biological relations the
associated prepositions are also considered which very often
changes the nature of the verb. For example, the relation ‘‘activates
in” denotes a signiﬁcant class of biological reactions. Thus, we also
consider the biological relations, which are combinations of root
verbs, morphological variants, and prepositions that follow these.
Typical examples of biological relations identiﬁed in this category
include ‘‘activated in”, ‘‘binds to”, ‘‘stimulated with”, etc. Besides
mining relational verbs and associated entities, the novelty of the
system lies in extracting validatory entities whose presence or ab-
sence validates a particular biological interaction. BioKEVis also
extracts the adverbs associated with relational verbs, which plays
a very important role especially to identify the negation in sen-
tences that are very crucial while answering user queries.
We have also presented a scheme for semantic integration of
information extracted from text documents using semantic net
which highlights the role of a single entity in various contexts.
The network provides distinct user perspectives and allows navi-
gation over documents with similar information components and
is also used to provide a comprehensive view of the collection.
The integration of the system with biological entity (DNA, RNA,
protein, cell-line, and cell type) recognizer helps in answering que-
ries formulated at different levels of speciﬁcity. Given a query,
BioKEVis aims at retrieving all relevant sentences that contain
a set of biological concepts stated in a query, in the same context
as speciﬁed in the query, from the curated database. The docu-
ment ranking mechanism to present retrieved documents in order
of their relevance to the user query is also unique over existing
biomedical query answering systems like MedTAKMI [1] and
Textpresso [2].6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have proposed the design of a novel biomed-
ical knowledge extraction and visualization system, BioKEVis,
for conceptualization of document corpora and biomedical query
answering. The system uses linguistic and semantic analysis of text
to identify key information components from biomedical text doc-
uments and stores them in a structured knowledge base over
which biomedical queries are processed. The information compo-
nents are centered on domain entities and their relationships,
which are extracted using natural language processing techniques
and co-occurrence-based analysis. The system is also integrated
with a biomedical entity recognizer, ABNER, to identify a subset
of GENIA ontology concepts (DNA, RNA, Protein, Cell-line, and Cell-
type) in the texts and tag them accordingly. This helps in answering
queries based on biological concepts rather than on particular enti-
ties only.
We have also proposed a method for collating information ex-
tracted from multiple sources and present them in an integrated
fashion with the help of semantic net. The semantic net highlights
the role of a single entity in various contexts which are useful both
for a researcher as well as a layman. One of the unique features of
our system lies in its capability to mine and extract information
about generic biological relations and the associated prepositions
from biomedical text documents. The system also extracts valida-
tory entities associated with relation triplets which presence or ab-
sence validates biological interactions. This is also a unique aspect
of BioKEVis over other existing approaches. The system is inte-grated with a query-processing module that allows users to formu-
late queries in a guided way at different levels of speciﬁcity.
Since the system advocates using biological relations in queries,
the information overload on the users can be substantially re-
duced. Right now the system uses only a subset of GENIA ontology
concepts. In future, we are planning to train the biological entity
recognizer, ABNER, on GENIA corpus to make it capable to recog-
nize all GENIA ontology concepts in a plain text. The relation
extraction rules are also being reﬁned to improve the precision
and recall values of the system. Moreover, the design of the query
processing module is being enhanced to handle more complex bio-
medical queries in an efﬁcient way.References
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